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Suffix trees belong to the most studied indexing data structures for strings. Generalised suffix trees can index the substrings of a set of input words. In its construction algorithm Ukkonen used implicit suffix trees, which relax the assumption that a suffix is not a prefix of another suffix, and thus represent some suffixes by internal nodes rather than by leaves. In computational biology, for the sake of genome assembly, one wishes to assemble a target sequence from a multitude of input strings, usually called the reads. Numerous algorithms build assembly related graphs that represent the overlaps of the input reads: for instance, the overlap graph, or a special version of the De Bruijn graph, in which only k-mers occurring within the reads are represented by nodes. We address the question of algorithms for building the overlap graph and the De Bruijn graph directly from indexing data structures of the read set, and investigate it when the index in an implicit generalised suffix tree. We will present the algorithms for the De Bruijn graph and for its contracted version, and show they run in a time that is linear in the size of the index. Generally, this work establishes algorithmic paths to convert classical indexing data structures in graph representations useful for assembly.
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